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Birch Freeman High School Facts.
SCHOOL COLOR: GREEN & WHITE

SCHOOL MOTTO:
“TRAINED FOR DUTY AND FOR THEE”

School Houses and Colors

Significance of the School Badge
1ST CHAMBER (Uppermost)

2nd CHAMBER (Right)

Empty cross symbolizes that Christ has risen so we
Christians of today worship a living Christ. This
means that in BFHS we worship a living Christ, that
is why we are trained for Thee.

Two machine Grids. The school was established in
1960 at the time of the world industrial technological
advancement, hence the emphasis on teaching of Science subjects.

1st CHAMBER (Lowermost)

The very essence of the 2nd Chamber in the badge
is to confirm that the students must be ready to work
hard so as to harness the opportunities that abound in
agriculture and technology brought about by science.

Open Book (The Bible). The Book of Life. It is the
source of our salvation. It is open which signifies
that for the message of Christ to be communicated
to the world it has to be opened and read. In
BFHS we open and read the Bible and other
books for the advancement of knowledge.

3rd CHAMBER (Below)

Three Rain Showers. This is the International Symbol for
the Methodist Church Worldwide. It signifies that BFHS
is a Methodist School. It is the school identity.

The essence of the 1st chamber in the badge is
to confirm that BFHS is a Christian School. That is
why the students are trained for Thee.

2nd CHAMBER (Left)

2nd OVAL LAYER:

Palm Tree. It shows that the school is situated in a
marshy environment filled with Palm Trees. It means
that the school is rich in agricultural endowment typical of Surulere, Lagos.

It contains the School Motto “TRAINED FOR DUTY AND
FOR THEE”. It signifies that the vision and mission of the
school is that every student that passes through the school must be responsible,
hardworking and have fear of God. The students will pass out as good citizens
that are ready to contribute meaningfully to the school, society and Christendom.

1st OVAL LAYER:

It contains the school name. “BIRCH FREEMAN HIGH SCHOOL, SURULERE”.
The school is named after the first Methodist Missionary to land in Badagry,
Nigeria in 1824; Thomas Birch Freeman and also its location. It gives hope to
the students that they are Freemen.

BY PREFECT E.O. PRATT (1970).
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President’s
Speech
Greetings to all our special guests: thank you
for making time to attend this 2012 Reunion
event. Let me start by expressing my profound
gratitude to you all for the confidence reposed
in us to steer the ship of our dear Chapter in
the next two years. You are the reason why this
chapter is standing. I will also like to express
my gratitude to all Executive team members,
past and current, for your good work and
sacrifices, without you guys we couldn’t have
come this far.
The school’s long history, coupled with the
loyalty it inspires amongst its pupils both past
and present, means we now have an extremely
active Old Boys’ Association which takes a
keen interest in the progress of the school.
We are particularly grateful to the Lagos State
Government for investing considerable sums
of money to revamp infrastructures, especially
with new building, refurbishment and the
purchase of equipment for the school. This
also couldn’t have happened without the boldness and tenacity of our immediate past and
current National Executive team, I salute you
all for job well done!!! Lastly, I will also like to
welcome the newly formed UK Chapter to our
global family.
In spite of the gains of the dreams of our
founding fathers however, years of neglect
as well as policy somersault in the education
sector by successive governments at State and
Federal levels have contributed to the level of
decadence, moral, academic and infrastructural
decay of schools, rendering our dear school
a caricature of its old self. The managers of
primary, secondary and tertiary institutions in
Nigeria are in consensus that these institutions
are grossly under-funded.
Evidence exists on the degree of dilapidation
that characterizes the primary and secondary
school buildings in parts of the country; the
non-payment of teachers salaries and allowances as a result of which strikes are the order
of the day; the lack of necessary teaching and
learning materials at all levels of the educational system; poor working conditions of all

teachers in the country, among other indices.
It has also been argued that financial mismanagement and lack of accountability by officials
lead to diverting substantial resources from the
educational institutions to other ends.
Two issues are relevant: need for enough funds
and the need for responsible and proper management of the funds. How to achieve these
two is a major problem in the Nigerian educational system, and achieving them holds the
key to educational development in the country.
Having said this, we are once again grateful to
our old boy, the Executive Governor of Lagos
State, Babatunde Fashola for giving the school
the much needed lifeline.
In the past year, we were unable to complete
our main project, Solar Power for the school,
due to poor response from members and
insufficient fund in general. Although one can
argue that the global economic downturn, especially as it affects individuals, maybe one of
the reasons for our financial setback, I believe
going forward, what we need is more financial
commitment from members to sustain the
association. The good news however, is that,
we continue to act as the megaphone for the
association globally. The website continues to
be the forum for robust discussions and social
network. In the New Year we hope to complete
the development of website for the school.
This will be a great administrative, learning,
teaching tool for the school that will place the
school ahead of their contemporaries. Also,
we are developing social network applications
for smart phones and other mobile devices to
enhance the way we reach our audience. We
will continue to look for ways to reach all old
boys where ever they are on the globe.
Thanks to our tireless webmaster and Publicity
Secretary, David Lowo. I like to encourage current non-financial members to please join us, we
need you more than you think, and your giving
will help a lot. To those who have been supporting us financially, I say a big thank you for
everything. May God continue to enrich you
Our focus will continue to be the return of our
dear school to the glorious days of the past and
exceed our past achievements academically, in
infrastructural excellence and delivery of first
class leaders to our dear nation and internationally from now, through generations unborn.
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Femi Morgan

In this regard our administration in conjunction with the National body will continue to be
proactive and pragmatic towards achieving the
giant leap into the golden years to which we
have committed ourselves.
Our association as a whole has evolved into
high performance organization in the last few
years. We salute everyone that contributed to
this growth. However growth comes with its
own challenges, which sometimes calls for
change. But change cannot take place without
something giving way. We have to change the
way we run the association to reflect realities
of today.
“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” is the slogan of
the complacent, the arrogant or the scared. It’s
an excuse for inaction, a call to non-arms. It’s
a mind-set that assumes (or hopes) that today’s
realities will continue tomorrow in a tidy, linear
and predictable fashion. Let’s continue, therefore, to collaborate, innovate and find better
ways of giving back to our school.
Once again I thank all our special guests, my
Executive team members, Folusho Adeyemi, Ali Oseni, Patrick Oyakhire and David
Lowo for their selfless leadership. Also, big
thanks to all members for your trust, support
and encouragement; you are the reason why
this Chapter is still standing. Feyi Dinyo, the
National Executive team, Francis Van-Lare,
BOT members, UK Chapter representatives
and members in general: you are welcome and
highly appreciated. I appreciate the tremendous
work done by Reunion Planning Committee.
to ensure a successful event, on behalf of the
Chapter I say thank you.
Thank you all and may God bless you real good.
Femi Morgan (1975 set)
President, BIFOBA N.A Chapter
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The Role of Government
Olumide
in Education
Aderoba
On that faithful Monday the 8th day of January
when I walked into Birch Freeman High School
(BFHS), little did I know what my parents
signed me up for; 39years later, I am still somewhat connected to the school.
The four and a half years journey was a roller
coaster. When I look back, I remember things
that I would have loved to continue forever,
sometimes remembering things to which no
human should ever be subjected; overall I thank
God for giving me the opportunity to have the
Birch Freeman experience.
The model I have in mind when thinking about
the topic addressing the role of government in
education crosses across the primary, secondary and tertiary educational system. It is based
on my experience i.e how do we preserve the
great ones and discard the shortcomings so that
the next generation can have a better tomorrow? How do we make the next fifty years
better than the past fifty years? Going down
the memory lane, let us consider the role of
churches/mission in our educational system
4/5 decades ago.
These organizations worked closely with the
government to provide us the foundation that
we all stand on today. The breakdown in our
infrastructures and educational standard is a reflection that the government alone cannot run
our educational system. However, can we really
trust the education of our children to today’s
religious organizations?
When I think about the government, I think
about an institution that should only be
involved in the laying of foundation and in
skeletal formation of a structure. When the
government gets involved in the routine management and functioning of the structure, the
structure becomes weakened by bureaucracy
which will eventually either slow down the
functioning or even destroy the structure.
Going down memory lane, I remember our
beautiful lawn, multipurpose hall, football (Soccer field), kitchen and the laboratories that were
still standing at the time of my graduation in
June 1977.
Several years after, everything has crumbled until the swift intervention by some of our alumni
4

and the present governor – to these people
I say “Thank you”.
The destruction of our educational system,
started when the highly bureaucratic govern-ment with good intention took over the totall
control of our schools, biting more than they
can chew with everyone pointing fingers. My
concern at this time is that the great work done
by the present administration/alumni will be
back to ground zero if we do not have an open
and honest system in place for further development and at least it’s preservation.
My paper will address the expected role of
government and necessary support of the
community in maintaining a viable educational
environment.
First I think the federal government should
have a framework of what is expected of
institution at the primary, secondary and the
tertiary level, so that they can meet international
standard. The implementation and monitoring
of this framework should be left for the state.
Public and private institutions should be held
responsible to meet set criteria. As we move
from the secondary to the tertiary level, the role
of government should be minimal.
My recommendation will be for each institution to be supported by three pillars in order to
maintain a financially viable and academically
strong institution that can stand the test of time.
The State government
The community, which include Parents/
Teachers Association
The alumni organization.
Each school should be guided by a governing
board of outstanding members from above
three arms. Each member of the board should
have a 2-3years term. The board should set
disciplinary standard and hold teachers responsible. Their duties and responsibilities should be
clearly written out.
Government need to take responsibilities of
capital projects which include salaries and major
infrastructures, while working closely with the
other two pillars mentioned above.
The parent/teachers association should support
other smaller projects through fund raising,
levies etc. This could be as small as providing
teachers with tools that will aid in teaching the
students which could not be provided by the
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My recommendation will be
for each institution to be
supported by three pillars in
order to maintain a financially
viable and academically strong
institution that can stand
the test of time.
government The parents and teachers are the
government.
closest people to the students, and involving
them in the affairs of the school beyond paying the fees and just teaching could encourage
them to take ownership. Taking ownership will
help in protecting infrastructures and school
properties.
The alumni association should not be a “Magna
Carta” just for social and business interaction.
The organization should serve as a resource
for the maintenance of the school’s traditions
based on their various experiences as students,
now that they are in the outside world. The
organization should be instrumental in shaping
the lives of these students through collaboration with the parents, teachers and government.
When these three arms work together, they will
be able to provide a strong academic environment, assisting the government in carrying
some of the loads thereby bringing down the
overall cost while provision will be made to assist students from financially challenged homes.
Our present structure: The current structure
is obviously not working. The committee on
restructuring of federal government agencies
headed by Mr. Oronsaye pointed out the failure
of the nation’s tertiary institution. “No Nigerian university ranked among the top 1000 in
the world irrespective of whatever matrix that
was used”. Among other things, the committee
recommended introduction of fees.
To this I concur; however introducing fees
without adequate provision for funding for all
students through need based scholarships, subsidized loans etc. will be disastrous; leaving our
future only in the hands of those that can write
the check. Educational development of these
children is a collective responsibility. No one
should be forced to go to school by the government or any institution (leave parenting for
parents), however anyone that is willing to have
an education should be given the opportunity.
God bless you all.
Up Birch!!!
Dr. Olumide Aderoba. Class of “77

eni
Alli Os
Among the three basic needs of Human Being
on this earth are food, clothing and shelter. If
these items are lacking in any Human life, his
or her functionality, sustenance and other aspects of life will not be in order, as efforts will
be made to achieve these three minimum items
of life to survive.
In any society, the Role of Government to
help in providing these minimum items of
life cannot be over emphasized. People forms
Government or as it was in the past civilization, Kings or Queens were in the place of
leadership in such society to oversee provision
of these minimum life sustenance.
In the current era of today, the same still
holds true in all facet of Human lives. Food is
essentially important, so is clothing. Shelter is
paramount for every Human Being to protect
us from natural elements of sun, rain, wind
cold and so much more.
In the Educational setting as we know it today,
from elementary, secondary and tertiary levels,
a place to sit, read and absorb the imparted
knowledge is of a big significance to provide
quality education for the students of today.
Under the Nigerian experience in the 60’s, 70’s
and 80’s, many educational buildings in our
country were beginning to show signs of deterioration and eventual dilapidation especially in
Lagos due to population explosion. The quality
of education took a nose dive in the later part
of the 70’s for the worse. School buildings
were better known as “chicken coop”.
The environments around the school premises
continue to see unprecedented deterioration.
Population explosion, lack of planning by
the Government, unreliable and unsustainable promises of Free Education at all levels
exacerbated all factors that led to the current
rot and decay of many school buildings and
infrastructures.
The question that begs to be answered is how
can we now get reliable and sustainable infrastructures to house our new generations of
students to obtain maximum quality education
for better tomorrow?
How can we rehabilitate our existing structures
to be a friendly place of learning for our kids?

The Role of
Government in Education

The school building utilities like light,
water and sewage should be maintained
through PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
to ensure good and impeccable use
with no visible deteriorations
and abuse.
What are the needs to construct new infrastructures to accommodate the ever increasing population of new kids into all levels of
educational offerings?
What other types of supporting infrastructures
can be built to improve and enhance the quality
of education for these children?
The following suggestions can be implemented
to improve and maintain existing and new
infrastructures to provide a conducive place of
learning in our communities throughout the
country especially in Lagos were the population is ever increasing. Educational funding
from both Public and Private Sources should
be available to rehabilitate and rebuilding the
schools infrastructures.
A minimum of 5-10 year plan should be embarked upon to bring all schools infrastructures
to good repute for learning.
The school environment should be designed
with other supporting facilities to enhance the
quality of education provided like sporting
fields, school gymnasium, science laboratories,
vocational and industrial laboratories etc.
The physical environment of the school should
be landscaped in a way to prevent any type
of flooding during rainy season by building
DRYWELLS at strategic locations across the
school premise.
These drywells will take in excessive surface
rainwater into the ground substrate, effectively
de-flooding and keeping the school ground dry
after any rainfall.
The school building utilities like light, water
and sewage should be maintained through
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP to ensure good
and impeccable use with no visible deteriorations and abuse.
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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A minimum of about 40% of the school
infrastructures should be maintained through
private funds and resources from Private
Foundations, Old Boys’ Associations and other
revenue generating sources like the use of the
school facility by the public.
A 24-hour SECURITY protection should be
made available to the schools in preventing
vandalism, stealing and any potential abuse of
the school properties and infrastructures.
The neighborhood community around each
school should be encourage to be part of the
school community and enjoin them to take
ownership of the school with all other stake
holders in caring for the school by reporting
any form of abuse or vandalism to the proper
authority for prosecution under the extent of
the Law.
If the Government can implement these suggestions in cooperation with the community
and all stake holders through PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP, the school infrastructures can be maintained in good standing
and be a place where the community will be
proud to call their own and show due respect
for her maintenance and upkeep.
The school will then be a place to be proud
of as the products of the school who are the
children and kids of the community will be
imparted with quality education that will make
them better and productive citizens of the
society in the future.
Respectfully submitted by:
ALLI OSENI (BFHS 75 SET).
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The Art of the Possible
(The Role of Government in Education)
Abraham
A couple of months back a 17 year old cousin who
was still in school joined my family. I asked what
class she was in and she said JSSII.
Last result? She was 7th out of 183 students. I insisted on knowing her position in her arm of JSSII and
she came back with 7th out of 183. I had to explain
to her I meant her arm of JSSII as in JSSII A, JSSII
B etc. She told me she was 7th in JSS II C which had
183 students. I then asked her how many arms JSS
II had. The school was blessed with JSS II A – P.
Seventeen arms of Junior Secondary School year
Two with say an average of 180 rowdy kids per
class? 3,000 kids in just one year of a Lagos state
government owned junior secondary school within
Alimosho local government area. Maybe 9,000 kids
in that ‘half school’? Up to 1979 Birch Freeman
High School had about 500 students in all. Up to
the mid ‘80s University of Ife had about 13,000
students. Today a woefully under resourced middle
school principal must manage 9,000 students with
help from chronically ill motivated staff. Alarming
WAEC, NECO, JAMB failure rates largely explained.
For years now it has been my opinion that we
cannot expect too much in the educational sector
given the rot that pervades the nation with the twin
devils of inadequate revenue generation and theft
of state funds setting all hopes to naught. With no
solution in sight for these weakened pillars of our
socioeconomic space we must then ask ourselves
what is achievable within our constrained circumstances and, having found the answer, mobilize all
stakeholders (hackneyed word, yes) to pull together
towards common objectives.
It is obvious that effective participation in even a
pseudo modern economy like Nigeria’s requires at
the least nine years of formal education. Society and
the state cannot afford to have any segment drop
out of the socio economy. Such cop outs from the
system make threats like the current Boko Haram
insurgency and even worse evils possible. It is thus
uncontestable that the state must provide free, quality and ATTRACTIVE education made compulsory
to all citizens between the ages of six and 15. Having a child or ward not in school between those ages
must be criminalized with penalties stiff enough to
deter offenders. Repeat offenders must be stopped
from causing more harm to the child and storing up
trouble for society by rescuing the kids from them.
6

Idowu

We must do at least as much as they do. We must
provide primary and junior secondary schools as
good as the Rivers State government is creating att
the moment with the necessary complement of
adequate and well remunerated staff. Neither a great
environment nor the best computer systems can
turn a six year old tabula rasa to a teenager ready
to master productive skills or acquire even more
classroom knowledge.
Great schools cannot be created without motivated
teachers and those of us who went through Nigerian
schools up to the mid ‘80s can testify that Nigerian
teachers were once almost universally well motivated
so there is nothing in the character of those who
chose the noble profession or, in today’s economic
clime, were ‘chosen’ by the profession that says they
cannot be great instructors and inspirations to our
kids. Indeed those of us who are fortunate enough
to have children in Nigeria’s top drawer private
schools can testify that this nation is still blessed
with inspired and committed tutors.
While every child in state schools at this level must
be provided with sufficient school kit (uniforms,
shoes, books etc) and at least one hot meal a day
the tutors themselves must be paid living wages
that are within striking distance of what their peers
earn in the industrial sector. It must be reiterated
that there is no greater contribution to society than
the grooming of the proverbial future leaders (and
followers, factory workers, farmers artisans etc) thus
a society must always find a way to fairly remunerate
those called to the profession if it is not embarked
on group suicide. This will cost quite a bit more
than governments at all levels are willing and / or
able to invest in education at the moment but I shall
leave a discussion of how the financing circle can be
squared for later.
Having ensured at great cost that every 15 year old
Nigerian is fit for the 21st century does the ‘nanny
state’ still owe the child anything? Yes and no. I
propose that the state discriminates from the 10th
year of schooling. The top 20% of senior secondary
students should be supported 100% as they were in
the first nine years of school. These are the nation’s
greatest assets and they must not be abandoned at
any time. The next best 20% of students at this level
should be provided tuition free education only while
their parents pick up the tab for feeding, school kits
etc. The bottom 60% should pay economic (enough
to fully recover the state’s expense) tuition fees if
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Education for the first nine
years is too critical to national
development to be left to the
whims of parents. It must be
made free, attractive and
compulsory.
they and their parents believe they can make good
use of more education. Of course they would cover
all other expenses too.
Parents and students would be empowered with the
feeling of being in control of their own future. Of
course a teenager should be held responsible for the
choices he makes including a decision to slack in
school and cost his parents money they might not
be able to afford.
I predict that such a discriminatory system would
rapidly turn around the annual lamentations over
WAEC / JAMB results into celebrations.
At the tertiary level the same ‘apartheid’ should
continue with the top 20% being fully catered for
by the school (you will understand the switch from
‘state’ to ‘school’ soon), the next 20% not paying
tuition while the last 60% paying not just economic
fees but fees sufficient to generate a surplus to cover
the cost of the partial and full scholarships for the
top scholars. This isn’t enough to fix our tertiary
education though.
I propose that the federal government encourage
the creation of trusts made of up of a mix of financial, industrial, petroleum, service etc companies.
The 13 federal universities that existed up to the late
‘70s should be handed over to these trusts along
with one off endowment funds of say $200m each.
The trustees will be tasked with determining the
needs of the schools, determining how to raise additional funds to move them to world class standards
(hackneyed too) and be entirely in charge of their
running as long as they are compliant with minimum
standards such as the tiered structure discussed
above. All expenses born by the trustees should be
tax deductible as an incentive and reward to them.
If we can make a pilot with 13 universities work
then we could move on to handing over every
federal university and polytechnic to similar trusts.
Federal government colleges (unity schools) and
colleges of education should be handed over to
their host states. I personally would be much happier
when I know the obviously limited administrative
capacity of our federal government is no longer frittered on a sector it has no business being involved
in as a player.
Continue on Next page

The Art of the Possible

(The Role of Government in Education)

With the federal government having shed fiscal
responsibility for education how do we address the
‘unfair burden’ then placed on the states? As part
of the current efforts being made to restructure the
sharing formula for federally collected revenue an
addition percentage of revenue should transferred
to the states to help them cope with the fiscal challenges. However even an unlikely doubling of the
state share of the current national cake will not quite
meet the needs of this ambitious project. We must
bake a much bigger cake and tax is the key.
The ECOWAS union set a target for each member
state to attain a tax to GDP ratio of 20%. As at
today only Ghana (again!) and Cape Verde have
attained this modest target with Cape Verde hitting
23%. Nigeria manages to collect just 6%, barely a

quarter of the Cape Verde performance and about
a seventh of the circa 40% of EU and OECD nations. We immediately see we have massive room for
improvement and it needn’t all be as difficult as one
would imagine in our corruption tainted land. One
of the ways ECOWAS suggested for its members to
bridge the tax gap was for laggards like Nigeria to
increase their VAT rate. Unlike Ghana and most nations of the world that charge 15% or more as VAT
Nigeria charges only 5%. A fainthearted attempt was
made a few years back to double this to 10% but it
never took off.
VAT has been one of the few law enforcement and
tax collection successes we have had in the last few
decades and its success can be built on in increasing
our tax performance. I would suggest a two stage

Rot In the System
Where is the Messiah?
This is not just an article that highlights the complete decay in the Nigerian education system, it is
a wake-up call to all those responsible for fixing
the rot. There is no better way to put this; the
decay in the educational system in Nigeria at all
levels is heavily overwhelming and hopeless. This
article takes a critical look at the graveyards our
citadels of learning have since degenerated into
from various perspectives ranging from infrastructure, capacity building, motivation and amenities.
In the mid-eighties, a popular quote was on the
lips of every Nigerian; ‘If you think Education
is expensive, try Ignorance’. The deep meaning
buried in this simple sentence alone is enough
to make a 60 year old illiterate cry to the grave.
Education is not just your right; it is what makes
you feel alive. Lack of quality education is dehumanizing, distasteful and usually degenerates into
impoverishment. Now some school of thoughts
will start citing names of illiterate billionaires and
I simply wonder how a drop in an ocean can be
regarded as the ocean itself.
Enough of the intro let us get down to brass
tracks. I want to start by stating that no public
school in Nigeria can boast of a complete set
of all the basic infrastructure and amenities
that make up a good school, yet these public
institutions admit the highest number of pupils
and students annually. Various governments
have set up committees to address this perpetual
lack but all have been to no avail.

move of the VAT rate, first to 10% and, after a
couple of years, to 15%. One of the many ancillary
benefits would be the enhancement of regional integration as the higher VAT states within ECOWAS
have balked in the past from playing in the same
field with Nigeria in view of the advantages its low
VAT confers on its manufacturers’ price wise. Part
of the reform of course would be the restructuring
of the sharing formula for collected VAT. Obviously
such restructuring would be easier at a time when
overall income is increasing.
There is even more we can do with education and
taxes but mindful of the 2000 word limit I must
stop here. I welcome challenges and other responses
to this piece.
Abraham Idowu – BFHS 1974 - 1980
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From the PTF to the ETF, all have yielded no
significant fruits just like the biblical cursed vine.
Let us start by citing examples. How can our
leaders be so nonchalant as to allow primary
school pupils remain in a school with makeshift toilets built right on the septic tank?
Why should students get sacked by heavy rains
during school hours or roll up their pants to
cross an ‘artificial river’ to school? I don’t think
I get the rationale. Some schools in Nigeria
carry out titration process in the chemistry
laboratories using water as the acid and base
components. Teachers poor out their frustration on students as though that will lead them
straight to the bank.

Flood issues- Birch Freeman high school & environs

Government must come alive to its responsibilities and take the bull by the horn in fixing
educational institutions nationwide. It must see
this investment as the most rewarding investment towards sustainable growth and development of the country. No country can move an
inch forward without investing huge sums of
capital in human capacity development.
Only a martial law on education can save this
nation from the fast growing decay in that
crucial sector.
- Obiorah Emmanuel ‘2001 set (DADA)
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Toilet: St. Thomas Aquinas Pry School Lagos
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B U I L D I N G

C O M M U N I T I E S ,

B U I L D I N G

P E O P L E

AN URBAN TRENDS COMMUNITY

AFFORDABLE HOMES FOR MIDDLE
INCOME PROFESSIONALS
Urban Trends Real Estate Inc. (‘UT’) is a real estate development company
based in Charlotte, NC. Our U.S. mandate is to acquire distressed
multifamily real estate, and our international mandate is to develop
affordable housing communities for the middle-income working class in the
emerging markets of Africa.
UT’s objective is to build strong home building operations in various West
African countries, and on this platform, establish an Emerging Market Private
Equity Fund for continued support of affordable developments in West
Africa.

THE WINDSONG - 3 bedroom semi-detached

In 2010, we formed “Urban Trends Properties Nig. Ltd.” (“UTN”) to execute
our development activity in Nigeria, Africa. Today, UTN has a strong Board
of Directors (see “Affiliate tab” on UT website) comprising prominent and
reputable members of the Nigerian business and academic community. We
employ Project Managers, and will utilize a reputable General Contractor,
to execute our development and construction activity in this market. In
addition, we have capital commitments from various private investors,
and an international capital provider, to fund working capital and project
development. We are currently in the planning phase of our first project to
commence in Q1 2012.
We have also begun the process of establishing a presence in Ghana, and
have identified our first development site. We expect to have our business
in Ghana fully operational by January of 2013.
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THE BREEZE - 2 bedroom semi-detached

Nigeria Address: 14 Rasheed Alaba Williams,
U.S. Address: 333 West Trade St., Suite 200
Lekki Phase I, Lagos Nigeria I Tel: 0.809.403.8800
Charlotte. NC. 28202 I Tel: 704-612-0971
www.urbantrendsproperties.com
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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MERCHANTS

STOP LOSING MONEY TODAY!
Increase Your Sales by up to 75%
by Accepting

Visa, Mastercard, Amex, Discover, Dinners Card, ATM & Check Guarantee
simply with one Machine. Internet Web Hosting / E-Commerce, available.
We Welcome: Mail Order, New Business. Small Business, and Homebased Businesses.

Benefits:

► No Credit, Bad Credit, Welcome
► No Application or Set up fee
► No Monthly Minimum Fee
► No Hidden Fees or surprises (Don’t worry)
► No Processing contract (sweetest)
► Terminals are programmed with Anti- Fraud systems
► Wireless systems available for Trade Shows, Festivals, and Conferences
► Gift Cards Available
► 24 Hour ACH Deposit
► 24 Hour Customer Service
FREE Equipment Program available.
Rate as Low as 1.29% or better for those who qualify.

We welcome New and Existing Merchants.
For more Information and Sign up Specials
Call: EMMANUEL

Cell: 678-525-5466
Office: 877-603-9666
ALWAYS LEAVE YOUR AREA CODE
&.TELEPHONE NUMBER

Trained For Duty and For Thee
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Tri-Crown Auto
We specialize in

New/Used Cars and Trucks
Contact:
Niyi Fagbamiye:
770.369.3167 or 770.356.5477
E-mail: tricrownautos@yahoo.com

We deliver all your air and ocean cargo
with no hassle or damage...Worldwide.
Contact Niyi Fagbamiye:
770.369.3167 or 770.356.5477
Yinka Fagbaniye : 770-366-0442
E-mail: info@tricrownshipping.com
website: www.tricrownshipping.com

“De Banquet”
“De Banquet” is a multi-purpose facility for all events such as wedding ceremony,
reception, social and corporate events and much more.
We are located about 30 minutes from the Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson
International Airport and less than 1/8th mile of I-20 West.
Address: 105, Liberty Road, Vlla-Rica, Ga. 30180
Phone: 678.945.0964. E-Mail: eventsnotears@yahoo.com
Visit us online at www.eventsunlimitedrentals.com. or www.olams.com
We also do various event planning as well as party item rentals.
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Quality work
at Prices
That Make Sense!
● Fast - same day service, always our goal.
● Honest - do only the work necessary.
● Most European, Import and Domestic
makes & models.
● Professional - On site owner - you can talk to.
● Cars, SUVs, Mini Vans.
● Quality - most respected service in Atlanta.

770-996-1880

Address: 6030 Hwy. 85. (Suite 1702)
Riverdale, Georgia. 30274
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Pictures from the Archives......

2010 50th Anniversary Celebration...Lagos 2010 50th Anniversary...

Summer 2010 Atlanta Reunion.... Summer 2010 Atlanta Reunion........

2011 Atlanta Reunion.... Summer 2011 Atlanta Reunion.... 2011 Atlanta

Atlanta Reunion....2011 Summer Atlanta Reunion 2011... Reunion...
12
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Pictures from the Archives....

2012 Green and White Ball Lagos... Green and White Ball 2012 Lagos...

Lagos 2012...Green and White Ball... Lagos 2012 Green and White Ball..

Ball 2012... Green and White Ball, Lagos 2012.... Green and White Ball..

Lagos Green and White Ball 2012.......Green and White Ball 2012...Lagos
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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We’ll Take You
There...
From Here...
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Featured Alumnus:
F

Feyi Dinyo
Class of 1975
C

Feyi Dinyo

F

EYI DINYO attended
d dY
Yaba
b M
Methodist
h di
School and got admitted into Birch Freeman
High School, Surulere in 1971 as the last
of 3 brothers that passed through the School
which to the Dinyo family is regarded as a family School. While at Birch Freeman, he was of
the Soremekun House and had the opportunity
to undergo tutelage under 3 Principals namely
Rev. Ronald H. White, Chief Ademola Olayeye
and Mr. T.A. Ojo (late); all of whom contributed
to the shaping of his life. He represented the
School in various capacities especially in the
Junior Literary & Debating Society, the Senior
Literary & Debating Society and the InterSchool’s National Quiz competition in which
capacities he won several laurels for the School.
Mr. Dinyo was a good Sportsman and a keen
Footballer and represented the School in Athletics (especially in the 400 metres).
He passed out in 1975 and proceeded to the
School of Basic Studies of The Polytechnic Ibadan for his A-levels from where he
got admitted into the University of Ibadan,
graduating with a Bsc. degree in Chemistry. He
then proceeded, after completing the N.Y.S.C
programme in 1982 to the University of Lagos
to study Business Administration at Postgraduate level and obtained a Masters Degree in
Business Administration (MBA) specializing in
Financial Management & Accounting.
Mr. Dinyo started his work career as a Banker
with NAL Merchant Bank (Now Sterling Bank
Plc) and rose to the level of Manager, heading the Equipment Leasing Unit of the Bank’s
Credit Department. He left NAL for The
Capital Consortium Company Ltd (an Equipment Leasing & Funds Placement organization) where he headed the Leasing Operations

D
Department for 2 years and left the
C
Capital Consortium as an Assista
tant General Manager to co-found
(a
(along with some of his Colleagues
in NAL) a Security and Logistics
C
Company called Tracit Ventures
Li
Limited in 1993, as the pioneer
M
Managing Director.
Tr
Tracit Ventures has since grown to
be
become a Group of Companies
comprising:
(i) Tracit Security Ltd,
(ii) Tracit Armored & Cash Management Co.
(iii) Tracit Logistics Co. Ltd
Mr. Dinyo’s sits on the Board of the Tracit
Group today as the Group Managing Director/CEO.

Mr. Dinyo was a good
Sportsman and a keen
Footballer and represented
the School in Athletics
(especially in the 400 metres)
Mr. Dinyo got involved with BIFOBA as
a member in 1999 and in 2000 became the
Chairman of the Caretaker Committee that
gave rise to the new dispensation and modern
day BIFOBA. He was elected 1st Vice President (School Affairs) in 2001 and took over the
running of BIFOBA (National) in 2004 following the relocation to USA of the substantive
President (Mr. F Van Lare). In acting capacity,
Mr. Dinyo and his Colleagues in Exco facilitated the expansion of BIFOBA through serious
membership drive which has caused the membership of BIFOBA to rise from the 24 odd
members in 2004 to a membership strength of
over 1,200 as of the moment. He was instrumental to the formation of the N.A Chapter
which initial meeting to start the Chapter took
place during one of his trips to Maryland,
U.S.A where he and some of his Class (Set)
mates sat down to discuss the formation of the
N.A Chapter. Same also occurred with the U.K
Chapter which he and again his Classmates in
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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London also initiated in one of his several trips
to the United Kingdom.
Mr. Dinyo has remained one of the motivating factors for the current enviable stage of
BIFOBA and has contributed immensely along
with his Colleagues in Exco towards the re-orientation of BFHS Staff and Students in a bid
to restore the School’s pride of place amongst
great Schools in Nigeria. Mr. Dinyo, alongside
his Colleagues in Exco and members of the
Planning Committee have turned BIFOBA’s
Homecoming to an Event that every Old Boy
looks forward to annually.
The establishment of the Guild of Awardees
which has become the singular most important
Event that all Old Boys strive and aspire to become a member of has generated healthy competition amongst Old Boys and has become a
serious attraction that continually brings the
very Senior Old Boys to BIFOBA’s Events.
Mr. Dinyo’s commitment/contribution to the
development of BFHS and BIFOBA, using
his Personal and Company’s facilities placed at
the disposed of BIFOBA has been acclaimed
a great source of inspiration to other Old Boys
of our Association. More importantly, he is
playing extremely well, the role of a Median
that traverses both the very Senior and Junior
Old Boys and is somewhat of a bridge builder
bringing both the very Senior and Junior Old
Boys together in a spirit of conviviality and
camaraderie to the benefit of BIFOBA and
our Alma Mater. He was elected President BIFOBA in November 2011 and was sworn in on
Sunday, 22nd April, 2012 as the 7th President
of BIFOBA (National).
Mr. Dinyo is a Fellow of the Society of
Security Practitioners of Nigeria (SSPN) and
a Fellow of the Association of Cash Managers of Nigeria (ACMAN). He is an astute and
accomplished businessman and is on the Board
of several Business organizations/companies.
He is a member of various business and Social
Clubs including Ikoyi Club 1938, Ikeja Golf
Club etc.
Mr. Dinyo is happily married with Children.
15
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In The News
BIFOBA goes Mobile,
Launches Phone App.

UK Chapter
Takes off in a
Grand Style
The history of the school was the initial
point of disc Members also conversed about
issues surrounding the school: the current size
of the school, the new gate, and BIFOBA
Nigeria (headquarter) and North America chapter in general.
During the discussion of BIFOBA, Nigeria,
Minutes of their general meeting held in the
school’s hall, when Mr. Theo Odunlami was in
Lagos, was passed round for members to read.

Members of BIFOBA UK Chapter, during
the first meeting in UK

BFHS gets a website

The selection of interim executives was then
conducted.
The National President Mr. Feyisola Oladejo
Dinyo called in while the meeting was in
progress. He expressed his views about the
first inaugural meeting of the UK chapter.
He was pleased that the chapter has taken off
and spoke with each member. He thanked
everyone present for taking the time to attend
and pledged his
The North America President Mr. Femi Morgan also called in to the meeting. Expressing
his delight and heart-feel joy for the commencement of the UK chapter, he said a big
OBA-APP the NEW BIFOBA Mobile App.
“thank you” to members at the meeting and
Read Latest activities, View pictures, Blog and more.
encouraged every one to work hard to make
Scan the QR Code with your Android Or Apple device to
the chapter a vibrant one. Pledging his supdownload the App. Get instant updates on what is
port for the chapter.
going on while on the go. The App is available on the
Android and IPhone/I Pad platforms.

You may also visit bifoba.com to download

The website for BFHS has been completed.

www.bfhsSurulere.com

The school website will serve as an informative, learning, and administrative portal
for the school and the community. This
will enable and empower the students learn
more in the digital age and potentially place
the school ahead of their contemporaries.

Continued on page 22

• Advice to keep your business compliant and profitable.
• Office open year-round to serve your taxes and financial
services needs.
• Free Consultation.
• We are available to represent you or your business in the event
IRS audits.
• Experienced CPA’s and professionals. -- Over 2 decades serving
individuals and small businesses.
Address: 1060 S. Cobb Drive. Marietta. GA. 30060.

770-426-9829
Nationwide Tax Service – “We work for you”
www.nationwidetaxservice.com
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Nollywood
In the
Making
By: Paul Adams.
(Nollywood Actor/ Producer Director.)
he history of what is today known as
Nollywood, Nigeria’s rising film industry,
reputedly the world’s third largest producer
of feature films, can be traced as far back as
1947. Shortly after the Second World War (19391945), the Colonial Film Unit came to Nigeria
and in 1947 the Film Unit was created to produce
newsreels and documentaries that were exhibited
gratis via mobile cinema. The major film distributors cum exhibitors at that time were the Indians
and Lebanese, while dominant figures in advertisement films shown in cinema were the ubiquitous
British firms of Pearl & Dean and Niger Films.

T

After independence, the Film Unit which had embarked on recruiting and training Nigerians as film
makers at the Film School in Achimota College,
Ghana, became a division of the Federal Ministry
of Information. Afterwards, professional training of Nigerian personnel shifted from Ghana
and Nigeria to the Overseas Film and Television
Centre (OFTVC), London as well as to other film
institutes in other parts of Europe and America.
The Nigerian cinema culture was born.
Francis Oladele’s Kongi’s Harvest (1970) proved
a turning point for Nigerian indigenous film production. The 70s also engendered indigenous and
independent film makers such as Eddie Ugboma,
Ola Balogun, Ladi Ladebo, Hubert Ogunde, Jab
Adu, Kola Ogunaike, Adamu Halilu and many
others. These were producers of movies such as
Son of Africa, Ajani Ogun, Amadi, Countdown
at Kusini, Aiye, Bullfrog in the Sun, (an adaptation of Chinua Achebe’s novels, Things Fall Apart
and Arrow of God), Shehu Umar as well as Bisi,
Daughter of the River.
Invariably, the advent of feature film production
in Nigeria was mid-wived by Nigerian producers
and foreign crews from the US, Britain, France,
Germany and Brazil, resulting in an eclectic fusion
of cultural perception and technology. Directors,
script writers, soundmen,
editors were all foreigners, however, Nigerian
professionals who while serving as assistants, understudied the foreigners and filled up the gap, so

Nigerian professionals, who while serving as
assistants, understudied the foreigners and filled
up the gap, so to say, as soon as the opportunity
presented itself. Hence, the morning of indigenous
film production can be said to be the 80s.
to say, as soon as the opportunity presented itself.
Hence, the morning of indigenous film production can be said to be the 80s.
Afolabi Adesanya, one of the foremost indigenous film makers, currently the MD of the Nigerian Film Corporation (NFC), observed that “In
spite of its promises, the verve of the 80s could
not sustain itself beyond the decade. Although an
auspicious era for production, it could not translate its gains into laying a solid foundation for the
yearnings of film makers – a film industry.
Like a shooting star, it burnt itself out in 1989.”
Adesanya continues, “From an average of four
feature films per year in that decade, production
plummeted into one feature film in 1990.” The
declining value of the naira, the resultant unwieldy
cost of production and of course
the lack of proper marketing (distribution/exhibition) channels were some of the reasons given for
the rapid decline.
In the late 80’s and early 90’s, Lagos and other
African cities faced an increasing insecurity and
crime rate. This led to the closing down of movie
theatres as people became reluctant to be out on
the streets after dark. Home video viewing became the norm. Of course, importers of movies
from the West and India had a field day, as their
business experienced a huge boom.
These and other factors led to the emergence
of what is today known as ‘the Nigerian home
movies’, that is, feature films shot on video. It was
never anticipated that film making would descend
to video format. But not only did the experience
revive the film making culture in Nigeria, it has
Trained For Duty and For Thee
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been able to retain and sustain the indigenous film
audience, not only in their seats in the comfort of
their homes, but also in the cinemas, world-wide.
Thanks to the spirit of the Nigerian entrepreneurship, the altar of mass audio-visual entertainment,
as well as the world of digital technology. Without
doubt, the 90s was the decade of the videographers who have been able to combine both
theatrical release and the home video market as
principal market.
Nollywood does not boast of mega budgeted
movie making as its Hollywood and Bollywood
counterparts. Its movies were and are still made
on shoe-string budgets of time and money constraints, except for a few. An average production
takes between 10 to 21 days and costs about five
to ten million Naira or more, depending on the
story and cast.
However, in just about 15 to 20 years, Nollywood
has grown from nothing into a mega million nairaa-year industry that employs thousands of people.
The birth of Nollywood has been credited to a
businessman who needed to unload thousands of
blank tapes and to the 1992 video release of Living in Bondage, a movie with a tale of the
occult that was an instant and huge-selling success.
Other would-be independent producers, who
have hitherto been busy with drama on television,
soon came on board. Currently, some 350 producers churn out movies at an astonishing rate of
between 500 and 1,000 a year.
In other to keep up with global trend, Nigerian
directors adopt new technologies as soon as
Continue on next page
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they become affordable. Over the years, bulky
videotape cameras have given way to their digital
descendants, which are now being replaced by
HD cameras. Editing, music, and other post- production work are done with common computerbased systems and the films go straight to DVD
and VCD discs.

terior locations, who insist they must be “settled”
before they will allow filming to take place in their
territories. Also, star actors, often working
on several movies at the same time; frequently
don’t show up when they’re supposed to.
Yet the Nollywood producers are undeterred.
A long-neglected and lucrative market has been
struck here and only time, perseverance and tenacity can tell what the future holds.

About 30 new titles are delivered to Nigerian
shops and film market stalls every week, where
an average film sells 50,000 copies.
A hit may however, sell several
A long neglected and lucrative Apart from offering its
hundred thousand.
market has been struck here audience characters that
they can identify with in
and only time, perseverance
Discs sell for N150 each, making
and tenacity can tell what the stories that relate to their
them affordable for most Nigeeveryday lives, Nollywood
future holds.
rians and providing astounding
has created a brand of
returns for the producers.
stars that are native Nigerians featuring on familiar
settings in plots that depict situations that people
The success of Nollywood, like any other profitunderstand and confront daily; romance, comedy,
able venture, is not without its inherent hiccups
the occult, crooked cops, prostitution, dirty poliand inevitable delays. Obstacles such as: frequent
tics and HIV/AIDS.
power outages, noise pollution, decaying
infrastructure, and the nightmare of snarled traffic Nollywood’s appeal stretches far beyond the
are challenges all film makers must face.
shores of Nigeria. The films are proving popular
all over English-speaking Africa and Nigerian stars
Others include disturbance by local touts on exhave become household names in those countries.

Looking For
Safe Transportation?

Got a band and need transport to a Gig,
Having a Family Reunion, Church Retreat,
Weekend Vacations.
We also do Trips to the Casinos.

Let us help you
Buses & Limos available.

678-613-7681(Georgia)
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Paul Adams

tor)
/ Producer Direc
(Nollywood Actor

Thanks to M-NET, the South African based
satellite television network which has ensured an
unprecedented phenomenal spread. The growing
popularity of Nollywood films among Africans
in the diaspora in both Europe and America is
unquestionable.
Paul Adams.
(Nollywood Actor/ Producer Director)
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Supports Birch Freeman High School,
Old Boys’ Association (BIFOBA)
2012 Reuinon in Maryland

Relieve muscle fatigue, tension, scars and joint pain
Pick up one of our products at most Beauty Supply Stores, African Stores and select Wal-mart stores
You may also visit us online at www.racosmetics.com
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